Ground Transportation
Roadway Construction Alert

**WHEN**

Monday, May 14 through Friday, May 18
Nightly, 12am – 8:30am

**IMPACT**

Lane Restrictions:

Departures: East Portion of Drop-off Lane at Terminal 1 (Continuous)
World Way North, Drop-off Lane and Portions of Innermost Lane at T1.5 Site (Nightly)
Drop-off Lane & Portions of Innermost Lane between Terminal 2 & Terminal 3 (Nightly)
Outer Lanes 3, 4 & 5 between Terminal 3 and Terminal B (Nightly)
North Knuckle, Drop-off Lane and Portions of Innermost Lane (Nightly)
Parking Structure 4 Ramp Between Levels 3 & 4 (Continuous)
Crosswalk Re-striping Throughout CTA (Nightly, Intermittent)

Ground Transportation Impacts Due to CTA Security Bollard Installation:

**Departures Level:**
- Private Parking / Parking Lot Shuttle Zone at Terminal 4 will be temporarily reduced Friday, May 11 through Thursday, May 17 (west half of zone)

**Arrivals Level:**
- Shared Ride Van Zone at Terminal 2 will be temporarily reduced Tuesday, May 15 through Monday, May 21. The impacted zone will be temporarily relocated to the adjacent area (east half of zone)
- Taxi Zone at Terminal B / Terminal 4 will be temporarily reduced Friday, May 11 through Thursday, May 17 (west half of zone)
- Shared Ride Van Zone at Terminal 5 will be temporarily reduced Thursday, May 10 through Wednesday, May 16 (west half of zone) and Friday, May 18 through Thursday, May 24 (east half of zone). The impacted zone will be temporarily relocated to the adjacent area
- Shared Ride Van Zone at Terminal 6 will be temporarily reduced Monday, May 14 through Friday, May 18. The impacted zone will be temporarily relocated to the adjacent area (west half of zone)
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